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WHAT IS SPAM?

A message is considered spam if it is: 

• unsolicited and commercial (offering or advertising 
products or services or promoting your business);

• sent electronically; and 

• originates from Australia. 

HOW TO COMPLY WITH THE SPAM ACT

HOW DO I AVOID SENDING SPAM?

You need express or inferred consent from the 
recipient to send commercial electronic messages.

In addition to consent, you must also:

• identify yourself as the sender; 

• include your contact details; and

• make it easy for the recipient to unsubscribe.

WHAT DOES EXPRESS CONSENT MEAN?

Express consent is given when someone knows what 
they are consenting to and actively offers consent. 
Examples include an individual:

• ticking a box next to a statement which asks if they 
would like to receive marketing messages;

• agreeing over the phone or in person to be added 
to your marketing list; or

• filling in a webform to receive your newsletters.

You cannot seek consent by sending a message asking 
for consent. This message will itself be spam. 

WHAT DOES INFERRED CONSENT MEAN?

Inferred consent is implied, based on situational facts. This can 
be consent inferred from:

• an existing relationship (for example, an existing customer 
of your business); or

• the publication of a work-related email (for example, a 
work email address published on LinkedIn).

HOW SHOULD UNSUBSCRIBING WORK?

You are also responsible for including a functional 
unsubscribe function in your commercial electronic 
messages.  For example, you could include a link in an email 
or an option to reply STOP in an SMS.

The unsubscribe facility must be active for at least 30 days 
after the message is sent. Any unsubscribe requests must be 
honoured within five business days.

WHAT ARE MY OTHER OBLIGATIONS?

1) You should keep a record of any consents you receive. You 
should note: 

• whether these are express or inferred;

• what the consent is for; and 

• when the consent was obtained. 

2) The Spam Act does not specify timeframes for consent 
expiry. However, it is best practice to refresh express consent. 
For inferred consent, if you are relying on an existing business 
relationship, ensure that relationship still exists.

3) Ensure you do not use address-harvesting software, or 
use harvested–address lists to send spam.

If your business sends electronic messages, such as email messages or text messages, you must 
comply with the Australian Spam Act and take steps to avoid sending spam.


